Early steps in specific tumor cell lysis by sensitized mouse T lymphocytes. II. Electrolyte permeability increase in the target cell membrane concomitant with programming for lysis.
In a previous study of the mechanism of specific target cell lysis by alloimmune cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTL), we established that the target cell becomes irreversibly programmed to lyse within a few minutes after contact with the CTL. We here show that at each point in time, the level of specific release of the potassium analog, 86Rb equals the percentage of target cells which have been programmed to lyse. It is also shown that specific release of 86Rb is more rapid than that of a small metabolite of similar weight, 14C-nicotinamide, which in turn is specifically released more rapidly than 51Cr. Thus, an electrolyte-permeable lesion is produced in the target cell membrane within minutes of contact with the CTL. Since measurements of 86Rb release, unlike measurements of programming for lysis, do not involve exposure of the cells to EDTA and vigorous shearing forces, the present observations corroborate and extend, by an independent and gentler method, our previous conclusion that the CTL effects crucial and irreversible changes in the target cell within minutes after contact. The present results are consistent with the possibility that the first, and perhaps the only damage administered directly by the CTL is a membrane lesion permeable to electrolytes and possibly to small molecules.